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Abstract: Utilizing the reasoning processing technology, a new cellular movie loading structure, known as AMES-Cloud, 
which has two main parts: AMoV (adaptive cellular movie streaming) and ESoV (efficient public movie sharing). AMoV 
and ESoV build a personal broker to offer movie loading services efficiently for each cellular customer. For a given 
customer, AMoV lets her undercover broker adaptively adjust her stream flow with a scalable movie programming technique 
in accordance with the reviews of link quality. Likewise, ESoV watches the online community communications among 
cellular users, and their personal providers try to prefetch movie content in advance. We apply a model of the AMES-Cloud 
structure to show its performance. It is shown that the personal providers in the atmosphere can effectively offer the flexible 
loading, and perform movie discussing (i.e., prefetching) in accordance with the online community analysis.. We first 
recommend an precise Comparison-based Profile Related method (eCPM) which runs between two parties, an initiator and a 
-responder. The eCPM enable the initiator to acquire the comparison-based matching outcome about a specified feature in 
their profiles, while stop their feature values from exposure. We then recommend an implied Comparison-based Profile 
Related method (iCPM) which allows the initiator to straight acquire some information instead of the evaluation outcome 
from the -responder. The information unique to customer profile can be separated into multiple groups by the -responder. 
The initiator unquestioningly selects the involved category which is unknown to the -responder. 
 
Keywords: AMES, AMOV, ESOV, ECPM, ICPM. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
While receiving movie loading traffic via 3G/4G 
cellular networks, cellular customers often suffer 
from long shield efforts and sporadic interruptions 
due to the limited data transfer useage and weblink 
situation fluctuation caused by multi-path adding and 
customer flexibility Thus, it is crucial to enhance the 
support high high quality of cellular movie loading 
while using the networking and estimate resources 
efficiently. Lately there have been many studies on 
how to enhance the support high high quality of 
cellular movie loading on two aspects: Scalability: 
Mobile movie loading military should assistance a 
wide variety of cellular devices; they have different 
movie solutions, different processing abilities, 
different wi-fi hyperlinks (like 3G and LTE) and so 
on. Also, the available weblink capacity of a cellular 
phone may vary eventually and area based on its 
signal strength, other customers traffic in the same 
cell, and weblink situation difference. Storing several 
versions (with different bit rates) of the same movie 
material may have high expense in terms of storage 
area and communication. To deal with this problem, 
the Scalable Video Programming (SVC) technique 
(Annex G extension) of the H.264 AVC movie 
pressure standard defines a first layer (BL) with 
several enhance layers (ELs). These sub sources can 
be secured by taking advantage of three scalability 
features: (i) spatial scalability by adding picture 
(screen pixels), (ii) temporary scalability by adding 

the frame amount, and (iii) high quality scalability by 
adding the picture pressure. By the SVC, video clips 
clip can be decoded/played at the lowest high quality 
if only the BL is provided. However, the more ELs 
can be provided, the better class of it clip flow is 
achieved. 
 
Adaptability  
Traditional movie loading methods designed by 
taking into consideration relatively constant traffic 
hyperlinks between servers and customers, perform 
badly in cellular surroundings. Thus the fluctuating 
wi-fi weblink position should be properly dealt with 
to provide ‘tolerable” movie loading solutions. To 
deal with this problem, we have to adjust it clip bit 
amount adjust to the currently time-varying available 
weblink data transfer useage of each cellular 
customer. Such flexible loading methods can 
successfully reduce bundle failures and data transfer 
useage waste. Scalable movie coding and flexible 
flow methods can be together combined to 
accomplish successfully the best possible high high 
quality of movie loading solutions. Thus the problem 
is that the server should take over the substantial 
processing expense, as the number of customers 
increases. Have suggested making customized 
brilliant providers for maintenance cellular 
customers, e.g., Cloudlet and Status. This is because, 
in the reasoning, many broker instances (or threads) 
can be maintained dynamically and efficiently based 
on the time-varying customer demands. Lately online 
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community solutions (SNSs) have been popular. 
There have been suggestions to enhance the high high 
quality of material delivery using SNSs. In SNSs, 
customers may share, comment or re-post video clips 
among buddies and associates in the same team, 
which implies a customer may observe video clips 
clip that her buddies have recommended (e.g. ). Users 
in SNSs can also follow famous and accepted 
customers based on their interests (e.g., an official 
twitter or facebook account that shares the latest pop 
music videos), which is likely to be watched by its 
followers. In this regard, we are further inspired to 
manipulate the relationship among cellular customers 
from their SNS behavior to be able to prefetch in 
advance the beginning part of it clip or even the 
whole movie to the associates of a team who have not 
seen it clip yet. It can be done by a background job 
assistance by the broker (of a member) in the cloud; 
once the customer mouse clicks to discover the 
shocking truth, it can instantly begin to play. In this 
document, we design a flexible movie loading and 
prefetching structure for cellular customers with the 
above objectives in thoughts, known as AMES-
Cloud. AMES-Cloud constructs a personal broker for 
each cellular customer in reasoning processing 
surroundings, which is used by its two main parts: (i) 
AMoV (adaptive cellular movie streaming), and 
ESoV (efficient public movie sharing). The efforts of 
this document can be described as follows:AMoV 
offers the best possible loading experiences by 
adaptively controlling the loading bit amount  
depending on the fluctuation of the weblink high 
quality. AMoV adapts the bit amount for each 
customer utilizing the scalable movie coding. The 
personal broker of a customer keeps track of the 
reviews to be able on the weblink position. Private 
providers of customers are dynamically started and 
enhanced in the reasoning estimate platform. Also the 
real-time SVC coding is done on the reasoning 
processing side efficiently. 
 
II. AMES-CLOUD FRAMEWORK 
 
In this section we explain the AMES-Cloud 
framework includes the Adaptive Mobile Video 
stream (AMoV) and the Efficient Social Video 
sharing (ESoV). As shown in Fig. 1, the whole video 
storing and streaming system in the cloud is called 
the Video Cloud (VC). In the VC, there is a large-
scale video base (VB), which stores the most of the 
popular video clips for the video service providers 
(VSPs). A sequential video base (tempVB) is used to 
cache new candidates for the popular videos, while 
tempVB counts the access frequency of each video. 
The VC keeps running a collector to seek videos 
which are by now popular in VSPs, and will re-
encode the collected videos into SVC format and 
store into tempVB first. By this 2-tier storage, the 
AMES-Cloud can keep serving most of popular 
videos eternally. Note that management work will be 

handled by the manager in the VC. Specialized for 
each mobile user, a sub-video cloud (subVC) is 
created dynamically if there is any video streaming 
demand from the user. The sub-VC has a sub video 
base (subVB), which stores the recently fetched video 
segments. Note that the video deliveries among the 
subVCs and the VC in most cases are actually not 
“copy”, but just “link” operations on the same file 
eternally within the cloud data center. There is also 
encoding function in subVC (actually a smaller-scale 
encoder instance of the encoder in VC), and if the 
mobile user demands a new video, which is not in the 
subVB or the VB in VC, the subVC will fetch, 
encode and transfer the video. During video 
streaming, mobile users will always report link 
conditions to their corresponding subVCs, and then 
the subVCs offer adaptive video streams. Note that 
each mobile device also has a provisional caching 
storage, which is called local video base (localVB), 
and is used for buffering and prefetching. 
 
A. Social Content Sharing 
In SNSs, users subscribe to known friends, 
celebrities, and particular fascinated material 
marketers as well; also there are various types of 
community actions among customers in SNSs, such 
as immediate concept and community publishing. For 
growing video clips in SNSs, one can publish video 
clips clip in the community, and his/her members can 
easily see it; one can also straight suggest video clips 
clip to specified friend(s); furthermore one can 
regularly get observed by signed up material founder 
for new or well-known video clips. Just like research 
in , we define different durability levels for those 
community actions to indicate the possibility that it 
clip distributed by one customer may be viewed by 
the devices of the one’s discussing actions, which is 
known as a “hitting probability”, so that subVCs can 
bring out effective qualifications prefetching at 
subVB and even localVB. Because after video clips 
clip discussing action, there may be a certain wait that 
the receiver gets to know the discussing, and triggers 
to look at. Therefore the prefetching in prior will not 
effect the customers at most situations. Instead, a 
customer can just click to see without any streaming 
wait as the starting part or even the whole movie is 
already prefetched at the localVB. The amount of 
prefetched sections is mainly identified by the 
durability of the community actions. And the 
prefetching from VC to subVC only represents the 
“linking” action, so there is only file finding and 
connecting functions with small delays; the 
prefetching from subVC to localVB also relies on the 
durability of the community actions, but will also 
think the wi-fi weblink position.We categorize the 
community actions in present well-known SNSs into 
three types, regarding the effect of the actions and the 
prospective responding concern from the perspective 
of the recipient: 
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_ Subscription: Like the popular RSS services, an 
user can subscribe to a particular video publisher or a 
special video collection tune based on his/her 
interests. This interest-driven connectivity between 
the subscriber and the video publisher is considered 
as “median”, because the subscriber may not always 
watch all subscribed videos. 
_ Direct recommendation: In SNSs, an user directly 
recommend a video to particular friend(s) with a short 
message. The recipient of the message may watch it 
with very high probability. This is considered as 
“strong”. 
_ Public sharing: Each user in SNSs has a timeline-
based of activity stream, which shows his/her recent 
activities. The activity of a user inspection or sharing 
a video can be seen by his/her friends (or followers). 
We consider this public distribution with the “weak” 
connectivity among users, because not many people 
may watch the video that one has seen without direct 
recommendation. 
 
B. Prefetching Levels 
Different strengths of the social activities point to 
different levels of probability that a video will be 
soon watched by the recipient. Correspondingly we 
also define three prefetching levels regarding the 
social activities of mobile 
users: 
_ “Parts”: Because the videos that published by 
subscriptions may be watched by the subscribers with 
a not high probability, we propose to only push a part 
of BL and ELs segment, for example, the first 10% 
segments. 
_ “All”: The video shared by the direct 
recommendations will be watched with a high 
probability, so we propose to prefetch the BL and all 
ELs, in order to let the recipient(s) directly watch the 
video with a good quality, without any buffering. 
_ “Little”: The public sharing has a weak 
connectivity among users, so the probability that a 
user’s friends (followers) watch the video that the 
user has watch or shared is low. We propose to only 
prefetch the BL segment of the first time window in 
the opening to those who have seen his/her activity in 
the stream.The prefetching happens among subVBs 
and the VB, also more importantly, will be performed 
from the subVB to localVB of the mobile device 
depending on the link quality. If a mobile user is 
covered by Wi-Fi access, due to Wi-Fi’s capable link 
and low price (or mostly for free), subVC can force 
as much as possible in most situations. However if it 
is with a 3G/4G relationship, which expenses a lot 
and experiences restricted data transfer useage, we 
recommend to restrict the prefetching stage to 
preserve power and price as detailed in Desk. 1, but 
customers can still benefit from the prefetching 
successfully. Observe that some power forecast 
technique can be implemented to be able to definitely 
choose whether present battery power position is 
appropriate for “parts” or “little” . If a customer, A, 

gets the immediate suggestions of video clips clip 
from another customer, B, A’s subVC will instantly 
prefetch it clip either from B’s subVB, or from the 
VB at the stage of all if A is with Wi-Fi accessibility. 
However if customer A is linked with 3G/4G 
weblink, we will precisely prefetch a aspect of it clip 
department to A’s regional storage space at the stage 
of “parts”. Observe that the signed up video clips will 
be not prefetched when customer A is at 3G/4G 
relationship, as it is reduced from “little” tonone. A 
better expansion of the prefetching technique by 
public actions can be developed by an self-updating 
device from the user’s reaching record in an 
transformative way. This learning-based prefetching 
is out of the opportunity of this document, and will be 
researched as our upcoming perform. 
 
Proposed model 
 
III. EXPLICIT COMPARISON-BASED 

APPROACH 
 
In this section, we present the explicit Comparison-
based Profile Matching protocol, i.e., eCPM. This 
protocol allows two users to compare their attribute 
values on a specified attribute without disclose the 
values to each other. But, the protocol reveals the 
comparison result to the initiator, and therefore offers 
qualified anonymity. 
 
a. Bootstrapping 
The protocol has a fundamental bootstrapping phase, 
where the TCA generate all system parameters, user 
pseudonyms, and keying materials. Specifically, the 
TCA runs G to generate⟨p, q, R, R, χ⟩ for initiating 
the homomorphic encryption (see Sec. III-A). The 
TCA generates a pair of public and private keys (

 for itself. The public key 
is open to all users; the private key is a secret 
which will be used to issue certificates for user 
pseudonyms and keying materials, as shown below. 
In this section, we propose the implicit Comparison-
based Profile Matching (iCPM) by adopting the 
oblivious transfer cryptographic technique. We 
consider users have distinct values for any given 
attribute. As shown in Fig. 3, the iCPM consists of 
three main steps. In the first step,  chooses an 
involved category  by setting y-th element to 1 

and other elements to 0 in a λ-length vector . 
then encrypt the vector by using the homomorphic 
encryption and sends the encrypted vector to . 
Thus,  is unable to know T but still can process on 
the cipher text. In the second step, computes    the 
ciphertexts with input of self-defined messages 

for  two encrypted vectors 
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and its own attribute value In the last 
step, u in the last step  decrypts the cipher text and 

obtain  
 
a.Protocol Steps 

 
Fig. : The iCPM flow 

 

 

 
b.Effectiveness Discussion 

 

 

The confidentiality of customer profiles is   certain by 
the homomorphic security. The evaluation outcome   
is always in the secured structure, and is not straight 
revealed to The exposed details is either or   which is 
irrelevant to customer profiles. Therefore, the method 
get in touch with do not help in wondering the 
profiles, and the complete privacy is offered. 
Meanwhile, vector   is always in an secured structure 
so that   is incapable to know the fascinated type of. 
Moreover, guarantees that only one of and will be 
exposed to   The non-forgeability residence is just 
like that of the eCPM.  will not lie as it creates 
trademark  ) and gives it to  . The profile bogus strike 
will be recognized if   reviews the trademark to the 
TCA. Moreover,   has no need to lie as it can 
accomplish the same purpose by basically change the 
material of and.  
 
IV. IMPLICIT PREDICATE-BASED 

APPROACH 
 
Both the eCPM and the iCPM perform profile 
matching on a single attribute. For a matching 
connecting multiple attributes, they have to be 
executed multiple times, each time on one attribute. 
In this section, we extend the iCPM to the multi 
attribute cases, without jeopardizing its anonymity 
property, and obtain an implicit Predicate-based 
Profile Matching protocol, i.e., iPPM. This protocol 
relies on a predicate which is a logical expression 
made of multiple comparisons across distinct 
attributes and thus supports complicated matching 
criteria within a single protocol run. As shown in Fig. 
the iPPM is composed of three main steps. In the first 
step, dissimilar from the iCPM, n encrypted 
vectors of its attribute values corresponding to the 
attributes in A where A (|A| = n = w) is the attribute 
set of the predicate _. In the second step, sets 2λ 
polynomial functions for 

generates 2λn secret shares from 
by chossing and 

arranges them in a certain structure according to the 
predicate  For every 2λ secret shares with the same 
index h, similar to the step 2 of the iCPM, 
generates θ ciphertexts.  sends to  obtains nθ 
ciphertexts at the end of the second step. In the third 
step,  decrypts these nθ ciphertexts and finds n 
secret shares of finally can obtain or  from 
the secret shares. 
a.Protocol Steps 

 
Fig.: The iPPM flow 
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The iPPM is obtained by combining the iCPM with a 
secret sharing scheme to support a predicate 
matching. The initiator sends its attribute values 
matching to the attributes in A to the responder . 
Without loss of generality, we assume 

 Then,  defines a predicate

where the 
comparison operator opt is either > or < and
The predicate contains n number of requirements 
(i.e., comparisons), each for a distinct a The 
responder determine λ pairs of messages

receives  for attributes 
 The initiator  if at least  

of the n requirements are satisfied, otherwise. Similar 
to the iCPM,  but unknown to is determined 
by . The threshold gate is chosen by 
When n = 1, the iPPM reduces to the iCPM. The 
protocol steps are given below. 

 

 

b. Effectiveness Discussion 
The correctness of the iPPM is as follows. At Step 2, 
the responder executes the Step 2 of the iCPM n 
times, each time it effectively delivers only one secret 
share of either or or  When 
receives either  shares of or 
shares of , it can recover either  or  
The interpolation function corresponding to the secret 
sharing scheme always guarantees the correctness. 
The anonymity and non-forgeability of the iPPM are 
achieved similar to those of the iCPM and the eCPM, 
respectively. 
 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
The eCPM+ details accumulative privacy threat in 
several method operates and music itself instantly to 
maintain preferred privacy durability. Some past 
works are involved only with the privacy threat 
introduced by each individual method run, and some 
performs reduce privacy threat by personally 
modifying certain limit principles. Though they 
provide the depending privacy as the eCPM, they are 
not much like the eCPM and the eCPM+ because the 
privacy protection of customers is considered with 
regards to successive method operates. Therefore, in 
this area we assess the eCPM+ (which uses a pre-
adaptive pseudonym modify strategy) in evaluation 
with two other eCPM versions, respectively utilizing 
a continuous pseudonym modify period (CONST-z) 
and a post-adaptive pseudonym modify technique 
(Post).  
 
Simulation Setup 
Our simulator research is in accordance with the real 
track gathered from 78 customers participating a 
meeting during a four-day interval. A get in touch 
with indicates that two customers come near to each 
other and their connected Wireless gadgets identify 
each other. The users’ Wireless gadgets run a finding 
system every 120 a few moments on regular and 
signed about 128, 979 connections. Each get in touch 
with is recognized by two customers, a start-time, and 
a length. In CONST-z, we set the pseudonym modify 
interval z from 1 to 40 (time slots); in the post-
adaptive and pre-adaptive techniques, we set 
pseudonym life-time aspect ξ = 30. In the pre-
adaptive strategy, we use ARMA order (10, 5) 

.  
Anonymity break period under the constant strategy 
anonymity break period experienced by each user 
with the constant strategy being used. It can be seen 
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that when z = 1, each user experiences the shortest 
anonymity break period at the cost of 10, 000 
pseudonyms per user. Anonymity break is still 
possible in this extreme case because users may have 
multiple contacts within a single time slot while they 
are still using the same pseudonym. If a user has a 
more restrictive anonymity requirement (e.g., from 
10-anonymity to 30-anonymity) or uses a larger 
pseudonym change interval (from 1 time slot to 20 
time-slots), it will have more corrupted pseudonyms 
and thus suffer a longer period of anonymity break. 

\  
Anonymity risk level over time (th = 0.15) 

 
We choose the 32nd customer, who in common has 
lower privacy threat stage than the 7th customer, and 
show its 10-anonymity threat stage in two successive 
time times (2000, 3200) and (8200, 9400) with the 
post-adaptive technique in Fig. The privacy threat 
stage limit is th = 0.15. In the figure, the fall from a 
risky stage to a low threat stage indicates Remember 
that a customer changes its pseudonym not only when 
the privacy threat stage is beyond limit th but also 
when its current pseudonym ends. This is reflected by 
the privacy threat stage fall occurred below the limit 
line in the figure. From Fig we can see that the 
pseudonym change regularity is great when the 
customer activities a huge variety of others who live 
nearby. This is affordable as a huge variety of profile 
related operates are implemented in this case, and the 
user’s privacy threat stage develops quickly. When 
the stage is beyond a pre-defined limit, the customer 
changes its pseudonym. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have examined a exclusive comparison-based 
profile related issue in Cellular Public Systems 
(MSNs), and suggested novel methods to fix it. The 
precise Comparisonbased Profile Matching (eCPM) 
method provides depending privacy. It shows the 
evaluation outcome to the initiator. Consider the k-
anonymity as a customer need, we evaluate the 
privacy threat stage in regards to the pseudonym 
change for successive eCPM operates. We have 
further presented an improved edition of the eCPM, 
i.e., eCPM+, by taking advantage of the prediction-
based technique and implementing the pre-adaptive 
pseudonym modify. The potency of the eCPM+ is 
verified through comprehensive models using real-
trace details. We have also developed two methods 
with complete privacy, i.e., implied Comparison-
based Profile Matching (iCPM) and implied 

Predicate-based Profile Matching (iPPM). The iCPM 
manages profile related depending on only one 
evaluation of an feature while the iPPM is applied 
with a sensible appearance made of several 
evaluations comprising several features. The iCPM 
and the iPPM both allow customers to anonymously 
demand for details and react to the demands 
according to the profile related outcome, without 
exposing any profile details. 
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